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Read the text and do all the activities that follow it.

PART ONE: READING COMPREHENSON ( 8pts)

FIGHTING AGAINST EBOLA

1“When the Ebola outbreak started, it was very terrifying for everybody,” recalls Michael Ike
from Nsukka in Nigeria’s Enugu State. “People were afraid because they thought it could be
transmitted by air and they started believing all sorts of rumors about how to boost their
immunity”.

5    The virus has killed over 5,100 people worldwide. Eight of them died in Nigeria. While his
home country has been declared Ebola free, Ike is creating a voice messaging system to raise
awareness about the killer disease in the countries which are most affected: Liberia, Sierra
Leone and Guinea.

9“Over 70% of people in west Africa live in rural and semi-urban area”, explains Ike, founder
of the Halt-Ebola Mobile Service. “These groups usually do not have access to the internet,
but they have good mobile phone coverage. Therefore, we saw the effectiveness in using
voice, the oldest means of communication to reach people”.

13Ike’s vision is to reach people who are afraid to call authorities and ask for help. The plan
is that citizens will receive a call from Halt-Ebola, but instead of getting advice from a foreign
doctor, they will hear a recorded message from local celebrities such as singers, footballers
and top models.

By Mister GNOKO

A/Vocabulary: Match each word or expression from the text in the column A with its
synonym or definition in column B. One word in column B is not concerned. Do like in the
example. Example 1- c
Column A                                                                    Column B
1- outbreak(L1) a- initiator
2- boost(L3) b- contaminated
3- awareness (L7) c- epidemic
4-affected(L7) d-which you can listen to after
5-founder (L10) e- stimulate
6-reach (L12) f- get to
7-recorded (L15) g- successfulness

h-consciousness

‘’ La crainte de l’Éternel
est le commencement

de la Sagesse ‘’
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B/Comprehension check : Read the text again and give short answers to the following
questions. (Two lines maximum)

1- How did people feel when Ebola broke out?

2- According to people, what was the way of transmission of Ebola?

3- How many people have lost the life all over the planet because of this disease?

4-Which people does Halt-Ebola want to inform?

5- How will people get information from Halt-Ebola?

PART TWO: LANGUAGE IN USE (6pts)

The passage below is about the first Liberian Ebola victim. Complete it with the right word

below to make it meaningful. Do like in the example.  Example 1- began

Solitary - ill - recovered - spread - began - symptoms - discovered

Hundreds of people are dead as the worst Ebola virus outbreak in history sweeps through
West Africa.

It (1)…as a handful of cases in Guinea in March, but quickly (2)…to neighbouring Sierra Leone
and Liberia. There has been a (3)...case of Ivory Coast Ebola. This subtype was (4)…when a
researcher studying wild chimpanzees became (5)…in 1994 after an autopsy on one of the
animals. The researcher (6)….

Early (7)…include sudden onset of fever, weakness, muscle pain, headaches, and a sore
throat.

PART THREE: WRITING (6pts)

You have heard some news about a new pandemic called Coronavirus or Covid-19 when you
were watching a TV programme. Write a letter to your uncle in order to inform him about
this disease.

In your letter:

-list three symptoms of Coronavirus;

-say how people catch Coronavirus;

-suggest some precautions to avoid Coronavirus.

(18 lines maximum)


